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REPORT ON THE SEMINAR ON
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND TRAINING

(Ouagadougou, 21 November - 3 December I966)

PART I
INTRODUCTION

Origins and aims of the Seminar

1«

The authority for the Seminar on Personnel Administration and

Training was derived from recommendations A (a — g) and B (t>) of the
Seminar *n Urgent Administrative Problems

of African Governments

(Addis Ababa, 2-11 October 1962), which were approved by the Fifth
Session

of

the

Commission.

It followed up the Seminar on Personnel Administration in Central
and Local Authorities

held for representatives

of English-speaking

countries at Addie Ababa from 22 November to 3 December 1965.
The Seminar was

organized by the Executive

Secretary of the Econo

mic Commission for Africa in implementation of project 98 of the pro
gramme of work and priorities for 1965-1967.
2,

In his letter of invitation to the French-speaking States members

of EGA,

the Executive Secretary made

special mention

of the fact that

"the goal is to enable officials responsible for the general administra
tion of the civil service

or for personnel administration in the

principal ministries,

as

well as

matters and directors

of sohools

teaching related to these matters

inspectors general

of administrative

of administration responsible for
to undertake joint study and disous-

sion of personnel administration problems".

He

addeds

"After a ten-

year period during which African public administrations have been
established and have got into running order»
take

it would seem useful to

stock of the position and pinpoint any subsisting difficulties,

distortions undergone by the systems and the new needs
adaptation of administration to development.
essential pre—requisite

and,

more

especially,

for obtaining future

from the

created by the

Such a review is an
aid from the United Nations

Public Administration Section of the

Economic Commission for Africa."

the
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PART II

ORGANIZATION AND PARTICIPATION

and arrangements

3.

The Seminar took place in the committee rooms of the

Assembly of the Republic of the Upper Volta;

the Government of tfae Upper

Volta provided transport for the participants, experts and consultants
and the directing staff and also arranged a pleasture outing "to a spot
100 km from Ouagadougou and a visit to the horo Naba palace.
Participants, experts and consultants and directing staff
4.

The Seminar met at Ouagadougou from 21 November to 2 December,

inclusive*,

Thirteen French-speaking African countries were represented

by a total of 21 participants?

the representative of Togo was prevented

from coming by the domestic situation in his country? and the repre
sentative of Rwanda by air transport difficulties.
pants were high-ranking officials,

All the partici

either general secretaries of their

Governments or of ministries, heads or assistant heads of the civil
service, directors of personnel or technical advisers to the Minister

responsible for the civil servicej or directors of national sohools of
administration*

5.

The Regional Adviser for Personnel Administration and Training

(Public Administration Section) was assisted as Director of the Seminar
by the administrative assistant of the Research Division*

One of the

two consultants was provided by the United Nations Special Fund and
the other through French bilateral aide

Six other experts were also

sent to the Seminar free of charge by CAFRAD (l), the German Founda

tion for Developing Countries (2), French technical assistanoe (2),
and Belgian technical assistance (l).

(A complete list of partici

pants, experts and consultantc and directing staff is given in Annex I).
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Opening and closing meetings of the Seminar

6.

The Seminar was officially opened on 21 November 1966 by Mr. Charles

Ka"bore, Minister for Labour and the Civil Service, representing the

Government of the Upper Volta,

In his speech, the Minister emphasized

the obligation of African leaders "to rethink the structures of esta

blished public administrations which have,in their own way, developed
a certain civil service mentality," and he went on to say that "faced
with this situation, a thorough change in thinking proved necessary,

and even indispensable".

He concluded:

"This Seminar is designed for

the stage we have all reached and will let us exchange our viewpoints;
oommunicate our personal experiences; and state our successes, failures
and disappointments in order to analyse their causes so that we may
better discuss them together*"

The Seminar was officially closed on 2 December I966,

After an

address by the Director of the Seminar, who reviewed the work done and
expressed the usual thanks on behalf of the Executive Secretary of the
United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, the representative dele
gated by the participants conveyed their thanks to the Government of
the Upper Volta.

Lastly, the Minister for Labour and the Civil Service

drew conclusions from the Seminar and, in particular, stated:

"In

accordance with the desires of its promoters the meetings ending today
will mark a beginning for our civil services rather than the end of a

road,"

(The addresses are reproduced in Annexes IV to VII).
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PART III

REMARKS AM) RECOMMENDATIONS

Work procedures

7»

The letter of invitation addressed by the Executive Secretary to

the French-speaking States members outlined the work procedure to be

used as follows:

"The exchange of information between the participants

themselves and between participants and experts assigned to the seminar
will be espeoially fruitful if it results in pinpointing the difficulties

and principal needs felt in'this field.

The procedure used will there

fore leave ample room for organized discussion among participants...}

(the experts) will be responsible for submitting short working papers
on the various items on the programme, for leading discussions end fev
expressing opinions and advice when so requested by participants".

This procedure was scrupulously followed;

at each meeting, th»

expert who had drafted the working paper on the subject dealt with mad*
a brief 15-minute introduction, then a lively exchange of views took

place among participants and between participants and experts.

The

length of the meetings, which had originally been set at an hour and a
half, had to be increased to an average of two hours to enable everyone
to make his contribution.

It was;thereby possible to achieve the goals set at the Seminar,
i.e. defining personnel administration and training problems as yet

unsolvedf envisaging possible solutions on the spot and drawing up a
list of recommendations regarding difficulties and bottlenecks to "be
overoome.

The participants met twice a week to draft recommendations

on the basis of precis for each subject drawn up by rapporteurs and of
proposals made by the experts-

The Seminar elected Mr. Lompolo Kose> former Minister and Director
of the National School of Administration of the Upper Volta, as Chairman
for its whole duration.
■.<■*-••«■■
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8,,

The general themes dealt with during the Seminar can be classified

as follows:

(i)

Introduction

(a)

A general picture of personnel administration at central
level1

(b)
. :-

(ii)

level,

The public servant in the State and nation
(a)

. (b)
(o)

(d)

(iii)

A general picture of personnel administration at lo»al

*

The law and the public servant;

Politics and the public servant;
The public and the civil servant;

The place of the public servant in thm. Stat*
■ ■ ■

Organization of the oivil service
(a)

Civil service regulations;

Ct)

Structure of the civil service - olasaes and
speoial regulations;

• ■;.■'■■

(iv)

(c)

The forecasting of needs;

(d)

Administration of provincial and community personnfl,

Operation of civil service systems

(a)

Discipline and disciplinary procedures - system «f
penalties;

(b)

Pay and allowances;

(c)

Fringe benefits;

(d)

Reoruiting;

" Ce)

(f)

Promotlbn;

■

■

.

Central supervision of personnel ftdministrati#a
directorate of the civil service);

E/CN.14/379
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(v)

(vi)

(g)

Inspection of the administration?

(h)

Training,,

The public servant in the administrative system
(a)

Relationships in the hierarchy

(b)

Horizontal administrative communications|

(c)

Psycho-sociological aspects of leadership;

(d)

Trade unionism in the civil service?

(e)

Public relations of government departments,

Conclusion
(a)

Administration of the Plan at central level;

(b)

Administration of the Plan at local level.

One of the subjects, human relations -within government departments,

oould not "be dealt with as the Belgian expert responsible fell ill and
could not complete his working paper.

The problem of training; which was dealt with at two working

sessions,

also dominated most of the discussions,

as did general consi

derations of the integration of government departments and public servants
into the State and the nation and the process of national development.
9.

The twenty-five subjects included in the Seminar's programme were

dealt with in introductory notes drafted "by the

before or during the Seminar,

of information notes,

the participants

experts

and consultants^

also furnished a number

(The list of documents and the programme of the

Seminar are to be found in Annexes II and III).
Remarks and recommendations

10.

(i)

Introduction
The Seminar recommended?

(a)

That the studies undertaken on African public administration
should "be general,
problems
process?

but should give

the context of the

in each particular Nation and in its development

E/ON.14/379
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( b) ^hg^J^^S±£JL^£LJ^--^^^^!^4gj?- °£ .administrative
t resources should emphasize efficiency

C °) ^^^-tJ^X^l^L^i^^^

servants

^^!,^_norBl_and_ oiyio training to
^^ifiSi£_J^©s_E°iisabilities towards

State intervention ir. ths life of the nation, which is necessary
to

attcr.-;,/;3

inequalities, solve human problems, train professional

staff and promote economic and social progress, is characteristic of

the present era,

l:he result i;j considerable development and increased

diversification of government activity, which makes it essential to
adapt personnel administration and training to this process.
. In the French-speaking African States, there is as a rule only one
Civil service ccrps for staff at both the central and local levels. This

is due to the fact that these ^ho could provide leadership within struc
tures established, even if decentralized, ara usually few in number and

belong to the most .important part of the existing elite, the State admi
nistration.

There is, then, constant interaction between the various

government branches and a mobility of staff justifying a general approach

to personnel administration and training- problems.

Moreover, although the nachir.eiv of the State may exist, national
awareness usually has to be awakened and consolidated.

This African

spirit has to be built up, for in the final analysis it will condition

the vary development of Africa* it is the public authorities that are
responsible for promoting this spirit with the greatest possible efficiency
and eoonomy.

It would seem that, only by means of a unified administra

tion, or at least a unified administrative policy, ia it possible to

achieve the necessary concentration of messa and efforts to be devoted
to this end.

E/CN. 14/379
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In Africa,
realizing this,

resources of all kinds are often unrelated to needs;
the Seminar gave consideration to the general over

development of African civil services»

The fundamental and indispensable duties of the State oan "be met
only with difficulty "by existing African administrations,

and the volume*

of development work grows incessantly asi time passes and needs inorease.
Available funds and administrative expenditure should,

of course, be

commensurate with the growth of the grcss domestic product and of admini
strative maohinery*

But, the Seminar felt that a solution to the dilemma

now confronting African administrations

could "be found by perfecting

administrations and increasing their efficiency.

This would mean attach

ing very special importance to two aspects of trainings

i.e.

Additional in-service training to increase efficiency and awareness
of duties and$
Vocational, moral and civic training preliminary to any appointment
to public servioo.

gubli_c_.servaiit in the State and nation
The Semir.ar recommended:

(a)

That the public servant's position in the nation be thoroughly
studied, -with tho special rv.?'nro of some African States being
ac-ooun +,$

That the training of public servants in knowledge of and
respeot

°)

for the

Ifcrw "be

developed5

'

"

'

That special training bo arranged for public servants responsible
for drafting^bills

and r

That docmnents "be "better kept and distributed in eaoh State

(collections of..official ,journals, case-bookss compendiuma of
case suirnna.t'ies, etoa)

/. 14/379
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(©)

That an exchange of information and documentation on laws and
regulations be instituted among the African States and that
organizations such as IIAS,

CAFRAJ and ECA participate in the

establishment of a documentation and distribution centres

(f)

That studies be continued to facilitate the public servant's
task in informing and educating the public and that a study

of means and, if necessary; of structures be carried out,
making it possible to unite the efforts of the Government and
the governed for the common good:

(g)

. ..

That the particular situation of the African public servant" be
studied in the specific context of each State and, in general,

from the standpoint of developments

and that the solutions

found be suitable for incorporation into the general civil
service regulationsr

The Seminar noted that,, in every African country, the need became
apparent for all citizens to contribute to building up the Nation through

State bodies.

Public servants should take part in this building process

in all sectors and at all levels of national activity, not only as agents
of the State, but also as members of the national elite„

The public servant, as such3 should enjoy guaranteed continuity of
his career in government service to ensure loyal and effective collabora
tion in planning, directing and implementing government policy.

How much

the State can count on its public servants is largely dependent upon the
career guarantees granted tZ.oi.a,

The role of the public servant with respect to the law was illustrated
"by the necessity of adapting old legislative structures to the new situation
resulting from the advent of independence and the priority granted to
development.

Moreover, a tendency was noted in some African States for the

authority of the law to decline^ "ad^hocj* regulations do not always
conform to the law?

the "hierarchy" of legal texts is not always respected;

.14
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and a trend towards "oral" administration is appearing.

These mistakes

and difficulties stem from insufficient legal training of the public

servants responsible for drafting and interpreting laws.

It was pointed

out that the employment of technical assistants having different train

ing and personal backgrounds in drawing up laws which.should reflect the
conditions peculiar to Africa, might

jeopardize uniformity.

In discussing the methods best suited to win popular support for
the activity of the public servant in working out government policy,
the Seminar considered the problem of using persuasion or constraint
as administrative techniques.

In this connexion, it concluded that tho

...

'j

mentality of public servants and citizens needed to be transformed and
pointed out the advantage of including sociology, psychology and leader
ship techniques in the training of public servants.

12.

(iii)

Organization of the civil service
The Seminar recommended:

(a)

That limits be set for the scope of civil servioe regula
tions by defining,

firstly, the specific activities for

which those responsible should be governed by special
regulations and, secondlys the functions which do not
.justify the application of such regulations?
(b)

That the minimum content of civil service regulations
.justified by the special nature of government service

be studied in the light of ordinary labour law (rights,
guarantees, obligations);

that a list be drawn up of

those functions of the State whose specific nature
.justifies special regulations because of their conse

quences for public servants in their official capacity;
(o)

That methods be determined for defining publio administra
tion structures suited for development-oriented polioy
and that the sphere of competence of public servants be

defined in the light of their responsibilities (job
classification)!

E/CN ,14/379
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(d)

That model types of organization for central civil
service departments "be worked out, with indication of
their sphere of competence with regard to regulations
and "budgetary matters;

(<*)

That the following be studieds

The different types of

personnel administration systems considered in the

light of available facilities; work procedures correspond
ing to each cf these types of administration?
size of staff to be administered^

the optimum

and practical specifica

tion of the responsibilities of personnel services "based
on the model regulations, provided for in recommendation-

(f)

That consideration "be given to the specific nature of

the duties of local government_.oj[fj£o_gsJ^A_the Principles
for a possible system of Jgegulatiog^gQV'.gjggin8 "foem "*which would,

of course; be largely inspired by general

civil service regulations;

-.along with the structures

and duties of agencies for the administration of such
personnel;

( g)

That modern mechanised procedures be introduced into
civil service personnel _%dE-initrfcration_in order to
facilitate the maintenance of permanent records;

(h)

That methods be specified for making an inventory of

the civil service systems of_the_Afri_o<&a.Stat_es_and_

Madagascar and planning for _the:".r needs (in particular

"by the establishmertt_gf_guotaBJj
(i)

That the United Nations Economic permission for Africa
collect "basic document & on African a.nd Malagasy civil
services,

as well

as material kept periodically up to

date in order to ensure_ th^_dj^ ominatj^n of comparative

studies describing y^.igij:g...5or:}j-lj-gjlg .found- *or problems
which are often shared by several _counjries6

E/CH.14/319
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The discussions brought out two matters of general concerns

"

"■

firstly,

the genuine integration of civil services into African and Malagasy-

society, and secondly,

the transformation of public servants into effective

tools of development, in harmony with all national activities and with
full utilization of their powers.

Although the civil service is the

leaven, the catalyst of government action, it is not the final end, which
is politioal.

Government action alon© does not suffice to determine and

ensure progress;

constant collaboration by all the vital forces of the

nation is neoessary.

One of the

consequences of this situation, whioh.

Is not peculiar to the developing countries, although perhaps more
accentuated in them,

is that the

public servant

should be differentiated

as little as possible from other working citizens.

Hence,

the original

idea that the general regulations for public servants should follow as
closely as possible ordinary labour regulations, varying only where
service to the State makes this necessary,

and hence also the second

idea that special regulations should be confined to specific cases where
the functions exercised make them necessary.

It also follows from the preceding that only those who play a
direct part in wielding executive power should be classified as public
servants;

many technical and auxiliary personnel could,

hand, be governed by the ordinary labour regulations.
reform could take place,

on the other

Before suoh a

job classifications would have to be effected.

Such classifications would also make possible fuller use of the capacities
of public servants in positions whose duties and level would thereby be
defined.

The Seminar then discussed the model structure and the functions
ef the general civil service administration with regard to studies and

decision-making.

It paid special attention to the problem of the number

of public servants and volume of work at which the management of all
personnel could be entrusted to a single general civil service administra

tion and the limit beyond which personnel administration divisions must
be created within the large ministries.

E/CH.14/379
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In the

field of planning,

the Seminar felt

quantitative and qualitative importance,

that,

owing to its

the civil service was a key

seetor in national development and should therefore be included in overall

planning.

Planning also makes it possible to organize the administration

of the civil service and to define a training policy, both for secondary
and higher education and for institutions responsible for training
publio servants.

But to plan ahead,

it is

essential first of all to

make a survey of African civil service systems and,
establish modern administrative machinery.

consequently, to

The participants felt thai

the three problems (effective., clear-cut administration; survey of exist
ing personnel; planning for needs) were closely connected*
Lastly, with respect to the administration of local personnel, ^h©
Seminar thought that considerations of national unity,

economical_use

of resources and use of skills called for centralized administration of

self-governing communities and districts,

13«

(iv)

Operation of civil service systems
The Seminar recommended the

(a)

following:

That a disciplinary system ensuring the speed and
effectiveness

of

disciplinary

action be

established

by

assigning lower grade disciplinary decisions to the most
closely related levels of authority and by imposing fines
in proportion to

any damage to the administration;

disciplinary measures should have educational value,
and the disciplinary procedure should afford public
servants every necessary guarantee against arbitrary
action,

in particular by providing all normal channels'

of appeal;

(b)

That a study be made of the symplification of salary and
fringe benefit schemes;

(c)

That the criteria,for promotion take into account the.
fitness of the candidate for the new functions which
promotion would normally require him to performs

e/cito14/379
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(d)

That methods of inspection and supervision "be specified}
especially with respect
fidential

to the

and unannounced,

effectivenessg

in

fact of their being con
order

to ensure their

and that it je shown how inspection can

play an advisory and training role and help in pinpoint
ing the difficulties

encountered "by departments,

in order

to show the meaning of- administrative actionj

(0)

That tables of-diploma and certificate equivalents "be
established and periodically revised with the help of

competent international agencies;

taking into account

existing international agreements on the subject;

that

ad hoc national committees "b^ convened to determine sueh
equivalents in the light of domestic needsj

\f)

That professional competition or examinations ba
organized to check

Graining roceived abroad;

these

might be administered at the end of periods of probation
on temporary contract\

(g)

That the ways and means "be outlined "by which schools
of administration can apply the principle of standardized
training for those classes of public servants responsible*
for planning, administrative and specialized executive
tasks;

(h)

That training programmes gnd their degree of differentia
tion be studied in the light of employment

forecasts?

that the cases be defined in which departmental special
ization is sufficiently clear-out and offers enough
employment possibilities to justify instituting special

divisions or courses in sohools_ of administration or tho
establishment of separate schools or training programmes!

e/cn.14/379
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(i)

That the ways and means be determined by which schools
of administration could provide teaching facilities for
the periodical further training of public servants as

well as the further training programmes suitable for
each class of civil servant; that in-service further

''>•

training be effectively encouraged by the civil service

regulations? and that the machinery be defined for
organizing
".

such in-service training without impairing

the operation of departments;

(d)

That means be studied of strengthening the teaching in
schools of administration and of keeping this instruo-

tion up-to-date in co-operation with government organi
zation and methods offices and national, regional and

international centres of administrative research.

Discipline* should be a set of measures efficiently safeguarding tho
higher interests of the State, as defined by its order of priorities;
when an-error entails considerable financial loss for the State, it is
fair that the public servant at fault should make good the loss.
the value of fines.
and preventive value.

Hwico

But disciplinary measures aleo have both educational
The public servant should therefore be informed

on his Gentry into the service of his duties and obligations towards tha
State; this can take the form of making available to those concerned sets
of regulations and circulars, always k^pt up to date.

Disciplinary

procedure .should, moreover, be organized in such a way as to make*

political intervention entirely impossible; at least for lower grades,

disciplinary authority should be conferred upon the next ranking authority
in th« hierarchy.

Tho.discussion on salaries and fringe benefits brought out the
to put in.order systems that have become too oomploac and sometimes oven
oh»«tip.

No final conclusion could be reached as to possible ehangnp

to %* mad?* in the pay system when the State is in financial straits,

although several procedures were mentioned-' cutting salaries» delaying

' *-■

b/ch ,14/379
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normal payment3
Similarly,

requiring

purchase of "bonds

various methods

of

and eliminating allowances.

financing social benefits were brought up

without any recommendation being made on the subject.

The Seminax considered that
permanent

supervision "by the

employees,
level

administration' of the

quality of government

their professional behaviour and 1,r.o:.r' suitability for higher-

jobs,

and

that it- provided a means

training, with, a view
courses.

the promotion system made possible

Various

to the

possible

advisory role which

also reviewed.

problem of inspection,
the

inspectors

in their

organization .of further training

rating methods were

Concerning the

of ascertaining gaps

th« Seminar stressed tha

should playandthe need for un

announced and confidential inspections..

advisability of concentrating powers

It

also pointed

-^ut the

of inspection in a singlo Stato

organism,,

The

equivalenca

dominated discussions

of

diplomas

and

on recruitings

certificates was the

problem that

the African'States ars constantly

confronted with difficulties

in

young citizens,,

establishment by specialized international

Pending the

evaluating

training received abroad by

organizations of a complete list of diploma and certificate equivalents

the Seminar considered it advisable to recommend that knowledge claimed
be verified by examination or
Lastly,

one.

the

Seminar'

thought

of the chief concerns

•considering this
i.e.

the

competition,.

mattery

that

of those
it

chose

integration of civil

in

the

p??o"blem

of

training should "bo

charge of civil services.

to baso itself upon its

services

In

previous work,

into African societies, ,the _e»—

ordination of State agencies in order to further development policies,
the need for broad powers

for government employees and the

trend towards

unification and eymplification of personnel regulations and administra
tion.,

Unanimity was

easily reached as to

the need for continuing train—
■ ■:" f.

ing,

i.e.

training?

not only pre-employment training?
sll

the

participants

but also periodical in-servico

also recommended

ing plans wad programmes "be designed with an eye
personnel needs9
reforms

and with a view to the

and development

plans.

that training and recruit

to the forecasting of

priority execution of structural

E/CN.14/379
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14-

(v)

The public servant in the administrative system
The Seminar recommended the

(a)

following:

That in making appointments; the hierarchy among officials
and the rank~and-file "be taken
as

the hierarchy of

administrative

vision for special conditions

( b)

structures, with pro

in certain departmental

That authority to rate the performance of staff "be linked
to the

exercise of authority in the hierarchy and in

particular,
ment

of the

themselves

(o)

fully into account as well

"be

founded?

on criteria making p:ssible assess

ability of government employees
in the undertaking of national

to integrate

c^e-yeXojpmeriib^

That the exercise of authority in the hierarchy should
not be

an obstacle

which is made all

to

tlie

creation of a team spirit,

the more necessary by the increasing

complexity of development operations9
participation of more

technical

calling for the

services^

that

possible

horizontal relationships between departments and among
public servants

at the

encouraged by common

training and _a__flexible

civil _sgrvic&_ structure;

on the

type

other hand,

this

discouraged when it is
nature,

(d)

sane level be

based

on

that,

of direct relationship be

of an exclusive

extra—administrative

and fragmentary
factors a

That a special effort be irade by educational institutions
at all levels and

in the_ departments^ to develop a feeling

of solidarity and good relationships^
■

governing public servants7

and that regulations

in particular those concerning

Peo^uiting and career services

be

scrupulously respected

in order to avoid possible resentment prejudicial to the
oordial atmosphere essential for departmental efficiency;

S/CBM4/379
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lornsaa d

farther trai^ng oourrjss

oe oj

be q£g^Ki_3ed__for supervisory

personnel ^__ arid i,ja-l tho ^i-j1? :k3£..J?3*^A'fe?g J?3

i£i£_££Ti4 Slil'i^i O11_££-S. £>$PJ. r":.. ?.^
personn e 1 s eer,p^o'- rosjjor.yi^Aii^:._Jikilil^ to put the

s ervi o e c c.? cup or rHn ai .3 s _v- ■_*_t_ h^ ^ "b^^i ^^Ea. _16_Ye ^ -h e ad ed
and, organia in.^ a^Ai.-i-3Y)

held to iniproTc J>-o-^^j:?j^^^^J?^^i2-H±M. &fld operational
s;

ar.'c1.

tc^

The Seminar noted -fchat hierarchical roiatienships in African admini-

stratione had 'become more d.nd noro relaxed;

it found this regrettable

vhnn caused by negative fr,ctor^ cuch £3 tribal and political influences,

the youthfulness of many high-ranking public aervanta insufficiently
experienced in wielding hierarchical authority,

the establiehmeni; of

an auxiliary hierarchy of development touhniciaaiG and the increased
number of committees rbsponcible for working out reconmen&afcionB or
taking decisions.

On the other hand:

!;he Seminar

administrative habits, the

app-roved

of the daoocratization of

Dr?,xkir^ d^.:;; of d^partmsiital "barriers5 the

t»am spirit arising from c Gha.rod -:J"-;.i';Ii in no-.Mcxal dovelopmeni; and the
direot underetandox^

^prins-i^ frc::\

Jo.-!ur

J-r-air-inr.

A number of agencies organize collp.borr.iion And ^o-ordination within

the administration: ths goner^l seorot?.-riai of the Government? the general
secretariats of the mi.nistriens the ii:ii}iHt-:-y oT finsrcce.,

the central

planning department^ legal studies i^pai-tmsnt; et-c

Aduiinistrative

methods themselves may ercoura^o thir. collaborations

o-£. more i-ride-

sproad and uniform doiagatiMi oi' authority,
regulations; communicatior:

joint drafting of laws and

;■:" cop-] e^ o?/ O.ocivri3nt.a?

eto*

Mere over y

the
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appointment by government agencies having general duties (finances,
planning, civil service, information) of liaison officers in the
technical ministries is preferable to the proliferation of committees
whose members are all too often only low-ranking officials without

power to negotiate on "behalf of their departments? which? in the final
analysis,

delays decisions.

Several speakers "brought out the complex nature of the problem

posed "by human relations in government agencies and the diffioulty of
finding stereotyped solutions.
of civic and moral training
darity in public servants 5

However, the advisability was recognized

»o develop team spirit and a sense of soli
this educational action should be uninter

rupted) both at all educational levels and within the departments.
Leadership calls for a combination of qualities including respect
for the individual and a sense of the general good;

in Africa it is of

vital importance in the exercise of executive power.

Leadership qualities

can be acquired and developed by thought and a desire for self-improvement;

some leadership techniques can also be taught;

lastly,

the selection of

leaders in government service can be improved by the use of testing
methods.

Giving consideration to the role of trade-unionism in the civil

service and stressing the positive side of such action,
that African trade union movements

the national institutions.

the Seminar felt

shoulu be looked upon as being among

As such,

they help in building and developing

the nation by carrying out educational work among their members and by* '
contributing towards efforts to improve and perfect the administration.

15.

(vi)

Conclusion:

administration of the Plan at central and local

levels
The Seminar recommended the following!

(a)

That a central planning agency be established in each ■■
State,

These would include high-level .officials from

other departments suitable for re-assignment at the end

E/CN.14/379
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of the pla.ni whose relative mobility would ensure the
necessary inter-relationships

between

the

planning and

other departments j
'That

the liaison

officers for the

plan be appointed among

officials'Of ministerial_departments- and administrative
districts who have been trained.and

refresher courses

(°)

in economic and

then given periodic

planning techniques!

That the technicians and representatives involved in
. ^V ^nd carrying out

p2 &ra at the local level

constitute an advisory committee^this_body could sit
as a small administrative committee
questions and as

to deal_with technical

an expanded committee to determine needs

and to populariae^exscutiVo action -

Giving consideration to planning in the light of administrative
{structures; staff and training,

the Saminar rejected at

the outset the

id<*a of establishing u specific "body of planners and felt it indispensable
to preserve the cohesion of the administration in carrying out all tasks,

including those related to development.

Consequently, the Seminar recom

mended an exchange of personnel "be^wG^n the central planning ag-oncy

the other administrative sectors, as well as the institution in each
ministry concerned with development of a planning nucleus fo:? liaison
with the

central

The need to include planning techniques in the training programmes
for middle— and higher-level administrative officials was also recognized.
It was felt, moreover,

that at

the regional and local levels?

ooo-

nomioal use of resources called for a re-organisation of the authorities
taking part in planning according to their public or private responsibilities*

During implementation, this committee's task would be that of making known
th« spirit of the plan and mobilizing rank-and-file opinion to guarantee
its success.
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Lastly, appropriate procedures for guaranteeing coherent planning
were

envisaged:

approval of the

financed development

action,

plan prior to launching any State-

periodical readjustment

of provisions in

the plan with possible extension of its date of termination.
economic reasons,

For

supervision of implementation of the plan could "be

entrusted to the State inspectorate.

e/cn.14/379
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PART IV

COMMENTS AND CONCLQSIONS

16.

At the end of the Seminar, an opinion questionnaire was distributed

to all participants; frank replies were requested, with the understanding
th»t they would "be kept confidential.

17.

Organisation and arrangements:

The great majority of participants

foucd excellent both their reception at Ouagadougou and the Seminar
aeoretariat, headed by Miss Vxda Jovanovic, administrative assistant

of the ECA Researcn Division,
good or excellent.

Accommodation and meals were considered

Judgements on transport (especially air connexions

with Ouagadougou) were, on the other hand, more mixed; the reasons for
this will be dealt with in a special note to the Executive Secretary,

18.

Seminar programme: teaching methods.usedt

All respondents judged

the working papers, statements by experts, diexmssions and working
groups either "good" (the majority) or "excellent",

19.

Experts and consultants - Participation by memberst

Here again,

all respondents judged the role and participation of tne experts and
consultants "excellent" or "good".

All the participants considered

the remarks by other participants useful and interesting, with the

exception of two, who thought them interesting "but sometimes unnecessary".
20.

Services of regional advisers in public administration;

All parti

cipants wish to be sent documentation on the matters with which they

are concerned in the line of duty; all bat one wish to receive written
advioe; the great majority want Regional Advisers to carry out shorJr
term mission* (two to four weeks) in their countries; the participants
were equally divided, on the other hand, as to the usefulness of shorter

visits (one week),
21.

Suggestions for improving future Seminars

(l)

Organization and arrangements:

Six participants strongly felt

that more ample local transport should be made available to

them (see paragraph 1? above).

Three of these asked that the
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daily allorenojLJe^MlIosJta^

departure frpjn^and^rriraj^njbhe^ome country;
i

ooncern shared lp

daF of

(this is a
aitt

from the Semj^^_a:MJsB^Bj^^JoJ^^ the least possible
time

routes)..

en

It

should further bo remarked -chat desire was expressed for the

following: reimbursement of excess baggage charges, re

imbursement of medical fees and the organisation of a medical
-service.

Lastly, two participants asked that the working

papers be distributed before the opening of the Seminar.

(ii)

Teaching methods;

Pour participants thought the working

papers should be fuller or more concrete; two would have
preferred that the Seminar carry on its work in committees
with plenary sessions.

Other suggestions were the following:

the organization of ssminars bringing together English-

speaking and French-speaking Africans, papers on the experience
of non-African countries, and more detailed discussions.

(!ii)
■.

.

fcpnrts and consultants: Some individual proposals were made.
me experts and consultants were asked to be at once careful
about the length and number of their remarks, but to apeak
openly, and to be more realistic and forceful in giving
advice, while taking into account the differing situations
in African countries.

The experts and consultants should

.

have wide experience in Africa.

* (iv)

Participantss

Four participants expressed the wish that

interventions be confined to the subject and kept brief and
that everyone be encouraged to speak.

Four others expressed

their preference for concrete, practical and frank remarks.

Other suggestions dealt with the speaking time for participants,
which was deemed insufficient, and the need for an inter

national exchange of experience,.

One participant regretted

that the aims of the Seminar and the goalc sought by ECA
had not been made explicit, but his remark can be ascribed

.14/379
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to

the

fact that he was unable

opening meeting of

the

to arrive

25

in time for

the

Seminar during which this informa

tion was given.

22*

Follow—up of the Seminar:

Interest in another seminar on methods

and procedures for improving personnel administration,

scheduled in the

EGA programme for I968, was expressed by seventeen participants.

Willing

ness was expressed by eighteen to keep the Public Administration Section
posted on developments

in administrative reform and progress in personnel

administration and training in their countries,

The participants were

unanimous in thinking that the Seminar would help them in carrying out
their duties*

23#

Conclusions

(i)

One:of the reasons for the Seminar's suocess was the choioe
of participants,

their high—level positions and their sense

of responsibility.

(ii)

In seminars of this type (definition of problems and searoh
for solutions), the participants should play the major part.
This will in no

way diminish

the role played by

and consultants during the meetings;

the

their remarks

experts

in reply

to questions put by participants will gain in authority if
they are

succinct,

precise and well documented.

5his oalls

for open communication on both sides and active participa
tion by each course member, «4th flexible but firm leader
ship

of

discussions

by a

chairman,

helped by one

or mor©

experts and consultants well acquainted with African problems.

(iii)

It is important that the working papers (introductory notes
by experts and information notes by participants) be dis
tributed before the opening of the seminary
set by ECA for sending them in should

ly respected.

the deadlines

therefore be

scrupulous

The notes by experts should describe general

■problems and serve as a background, for discussions.

Iho

notes by -participants- should serve to show experiments made
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in the various countries and their results, thus eliminating
purely discriptive statements from the discussion,

(if)

Great pains should be taken with regard to the physical arrange
ments for seminars; in particular,

it is unthinkable to make

high-ranking officials of important departments use long and

inconvenient air routes, when there are shorter (and hardly
more expensive) ones*

(v)

All participants caressed satisfaction with the results of
the Seminar and hoped that contacts between themselves and
ECA would be maintained in various ways.
particular,

This will, in

call for two- to four~ week missions by Regional

Advisers in Public Administration.

(fi)

- .

m>

The central themes dominating the Seminar's discussions were
the following:

- The structure of the State and its executive arm,

the

administration?
- Building the nation,

- Integration of the'overall development programme with,
administrative

basks.

means for achieving these goals were defined as follows:

— A general approach to personnel administration problems?
— Adaptation of administrative action and maohinery to
available resources;

- Priority for vocational and civic training for government
employees;

- Unification of training, awakening in government employees
a full sense of responsibility for harmonious development
within the nation;

- (The organization^ of. exchanges of information and

- An increase in the efficiency of officials, working in structures
which are at once simple, economical, flexible and up to date.
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ANNEX I

LISTS OF PARTICIPANTS, EXPERTS AND
CONSULTANTS,

AND DIRECTING STAFF

(i) LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
Burundi

M. Jerome Bubegwa,
Fonction Publique

Cameroon

M. Theodore Bakcp, Administrateur civil,
Chef du Personnel a la Direction de la
Fonction Publique\

Congo (Kinshasa)

M. Bonaventure Bibomba, Chef de la Section des
etudes au Secretariat-general de la Fonotion
Publique du Gouvemeraent Central

Dahomey

M, Leon Etchri, Directeur de la Fonction

Sous-directeur de la

V.

Publique

Gabon

M. Thomas Kamra, Directeur de la Fonction
Publique

Mo Andre kkoghe, Attache d^Adrainistration en
service a la Direction de la Fonction Publique
Guinea

M, Fadiale Keita, Procureur-^eneral de la
Re" publique

M. Caba Sekou, Directeur du Cabinet du
Ministere de la Fonction Publique
Ivory Coast

M. Pierre Desjacques, Directeur du Centre de
preparation administrative de l'MA de
Cote-d'Ivoire

M. Tiemoko Camara, Directeur du Personnel de
la Fonction Publique

Madagascar

M. Jules Randriananja, Secretaire-general du
Ministere des Affaires sociales, du Travail, et
de la Fonction Publique,

Mauritania

M. Jean Demaison, Conseiller technique au
Ministere de la Fonction Publique.

Higer

M. Boukary Sidi, Directeur administratif,
Chef du Personnel au MinistSre de la Fonction
Publique et du Travail
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M.

Senegal

Ibrahima Tandia5

Conseiller technique au

MinistSre de la Fonction Publique*
United Arab Republic

M.

Moustapha El Said Ali El Cherif,

Direoteur-

general de 1'Administration a l!lnstitut
National de Haute Administration, le Cairt
Upper Volta

M.

Lompolo

Kone,

M.

Francois

M.

Moudou Sere,

Directeur de

Lompo,

Inspecteur-gSneral

Directeur des Etudes et

de

1'Organisation
M.

Pierre Louari,

Direoteur du Personnel

M. Andre Balkouma,
1'IntSrieur

Directeur-adjoint de

M. Malick Zorome, Secretaire-general du
Conseil des Ministres.

(ii) LIST OF EXPERTS AND CCWSULTidTTS
Consultants

Mr. Guy Devernois, Director of the Special
Project, MA, P.O.B. 542, Niger

Mr. Jacques Gandouin,

Experts

Les

Yvelines,

Mr.

Jacques Rousseau,

CAFKAD,

Mr.

B.P.

Fourre,

Paris,

Sous-Prefet of RambQUjllet

France

310,

Directeur Scientifjque,

Tangier,

Moroco©

Maitre des requites,

Conseil d'Etat,

France

Mr. Roger Leblanc, Charge de mission, Cabinet
du Premier Ministre, 12 rue de la Porte Rouge,
Brussels

I,

Belgium

Mr. Adolf Barth, Oberregierungs»at» 6605
Friedrichstaalj Poseuer Str. 7) Germany
Dr. Gerhard Webc-r, 2 Hamburg 6,
Stemstr. 106, Germany
Mr. Boutin, Ministcre de la Fonctiou
Publique, Ouagadougou, Upper Volta

'
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(iii)
Director of the Seminar

LIST OP DIKECTETG STAffF
Mr.

J.H*

Gilmer,

Commission
Ababa,

Adininistrati\e Assistant

Adviser in Public Administra

tion (Personnel and Training), Economic
for Africa,

P.0«Bo

3001,

Addis

Ethiopia

Miss Vida Jovanovic,

Research Division,

Economic Commission for Africa,
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AHNEX II
LIST OF DOCUMENTS

(i)

Papers by
Vues generaJes sur I1administration du personnel a

1'echelon central

E/CEJ.14/UAP/57

Vues generales sur 1' administration du personnel a

1"echelon local

E/CN.14/UAP/84

La loi et le fonctionnaire (l)

E/CN.I4/UAP/85

La loi et le fonctionnaire

E/CK.I4/UAP/87

(2)

I»e fontionnaire et ia politique

(le loyalisme administratif)

E/(3I.14/UAP/8O

Le public et le fonctionnaire

La Nation, 1'Etat et le fonctionnaire

E/CN.14/UAP/83

Le Statut de la Fonction Publique

Discipline et procedures disciplinaires
Regime penal

E/OT.14/UAP/88

Structure de la Fonction Publique
Corps et grades - IStatuts particuliers
La promotion

L1administration des personnels
departementaux et ccmmunaux

Le contrSle central da I1administration
du personnel (Direction generale de la

Ponction Publique)

L'inspection de 1 Administration
La prevision des besoins en matidre de

E/GW,14/UAP/86
E/CN.I4/UAP/99

E/CM-.14/UAP/9O
E/CN.14/UAP/96

Fonction Publique

La formation des fonctionnaires

E/CN.I4/UAP/94

Le recrutement,

E/CN.14/UAP/1O3
E/CK.I4/UAP/IOO

Soldes et indemnites

Avantages et regimes sociaux

Regimes d'epargne ■- bourse et d1assurances lourdes

L!administration du Plan a I1echelon central
L1administration du Plan a I1echelon local
Les rapports hierarchiques

Les relations administratives horizontales

E/CU.14/UAP/1O1
E/CN.14/UAP/82

E/CN.14/UAP/91
E/CK.I4/UAP/98

E/CN.I4/UAP/89
E/CS.I4/UAP/IO6
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Aspects psychosociolo&lques du commandement

E/CN.I4/UAP/97

Le syndicalisme dans la Fonction Publique

E/CN,14/UAP/lO5

Les relations humaines a l!interieur de I1ad

ministration
(ii)

E/CH. H/UAP/104

Information notes by participants
1.

Note sur les probl2mes d!administration du personnel et de

2*

Hote sur le regime de remuneration des fonctionnaires en
Republique gabonaise.

3.

Note sur le recrutement dans la Fonction Publique gabonaise

4«

Note sur les problemes d1administration du personnel et de

formation dans la Republique democratique du Congo (Kinshasa)

formation dans la Republique malagasy*
5«

Note sur la formation et la selection des hauts fonctionnaires en
Republique arabe unie.

6,

Note sur les problemes de gestion du personnel au Burundi

7«

Note sur la recente reorganisation de 1'EHA de C6te-d!lvoire«

8.

Note sur les problemes d1administration du personnel en
Bepubli.^ue

9.

togolaise*

Note sur la place du fonctionnaire dans l'Etat et la Nation

(Republique de Guinee).

10,

Note sur les techniques modernes d'administration du personnel
en Rej)ublique federale du Cameroun.

11*

Note sur le commandements aspects psychosociologiques

12.

Note sur la centralisation de la gestion adininistrative des

(Republique de Haute-Volta).

personnels

des Sex-vices

publics

ivoiriens.

13»

Note sur le

fonctionnaire ivoirien et son statute

14*

Note sur la carriere du fonctionnaire ivoirien.

15»

Note sur la politi^ue de formation du personnel en
arabe unie.

16,

La fox-motion en C6te-d!lvoire«

17*

Decret fixant I1organisation du travail dans le secteur

administratif (Republique de Guinee).

November

hierarchy

Hotei

benefits

Reserved

Fringe

groups

Drafting of recommendations by

o ommunio ations

Horizontal administrative

Litho UKBCA 067-36

Some changes had to be made in the order of meetings during the Seminar.

Human relations within govern

in the

ment departments

Relationships

2 December

December

and allowanoes

Training (l)

Drafting of recommendations by groups

Reserved

Salaries

The forecasting of needs

Friday

1

Thursday

30 November

Wednesday

29

Tuesday

28 November

Monday

Reserved

Drafting of recommendations by groups

Reserved

26 Hovember

Saturday

and community personnel (2)

Atm«x III

level

Free

level

Free

Reading, discussion and approval of
r eo ommendat i one

leadership

looal

Closing meeting

Trade unionism in the civil service

Administration of the Plan at

Administration of the Plan at central

Psycho—eooiologioal aspects of

Recruiting

Free

Inspection of the administration

Pronotion

Reserved

the State and nation

The place of the public servant in

administration at local level

Training (2)

Free

of the oivil servloe)

administration (General Directorate

Central supervision of personnel

and community personnel (l)

Administration of provincial

service -

Administration of provincial

Structure of the civil

tfX4/379
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A general picture of personnel

Crafting of recommendations by groups

Classes and grades - Speoial regulations

Discipline and disciplinary

Reserved

The public and the oivil

administration at oentral level

A general piotuxs of personnel

3 p.B. - 4.30 p.m.

procedures - System of penalties

and disciplinary

Civil service regulations (2)

Politic* and the public •errant

Introduction

Opening ■••tine -

11 a. a. - 12.30 p.a.

proseaurea - System of penalties (l)

pl

Civil service regulations (l)

The Law and the public servant

Registration of oourse mbtn

9 a.su - 10.30 a.B.

Friday
25 Novenber

24 November

Thursday

Wednesday
23 November

22 November

Tuesday

21 Sovenber

Monday

Sate
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ANNEX IV

SPEECH BY MR. CHAIiLES KABORE, MINISTER FOR LABOUR AND THE CIVIL
SERVICE OP THE REPUBLIC OP THE UPPER VOLTA, AT THE OPMIHG
MEETING OF THE SEMINAR

(?1 November 1966)
The Upper Volta is honoured that ita capital should have been

chosen as the meeting place for this important Seminar on Personnel
Administration and Training.

Speaking on behalf of my Government,

I should like to express warmest thanks to the United Nations

Economic Commission for Africa for the honour it has paid us.
on my Government's behalf,

I should like to welcome all the participants

from the various- French-speaking- African,countries,
experts, headed by Mr,

Also

Gilmer,

as well as the

ECA Regional Adviser in Public Administra

tion.

I am especially pleased to express gratitude to the Governments

*S such friendly countries as France,
and Belgium,

the Federal Republic of Germany,

which were king enough to help the United Nations Economic

Commission for Africa directly in making this Seminar a success.

By accepting the role of host to the Seminar,

the Government of

the Upper Volta wished to show both its very special interest in this
enterprise and the urgent need for it.

of the accession to independence,

As an immediate consequence

each of our States shouldered

responsibility fox a public administration and its public servants,

who had,

to be sure,

proved themselves^

but in a system tailored to

the concepts and methods of our former masters,
to

i^e.

in one suited

a developed country.

The different African government leaders are

problems due to the confrontation

of their States1,

faced with thorny

real potentials

with new and steadily growing responsibilities and the need to promote
uninterrupted economic

and equity,

and social

development in conditions

of justice

hand in hand with the equally imperious need to meet the
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demands

imposed toy national

sovereignty*

encounter excessively expensive

over-developed civil service.
of part of its staff vith no

Almost

everywhere,

wo

administrative machinery with an

Simply to deprive this oivil service
further ado would be eaay but unrealistic,

just as putting a stop to all new recruiting would be a rash decision,
for problems of this

The meagreness

type cannot be

solved by laws and dcrees.

and insecurity of the resources available to eaoh

of our young States oblige their new leaders to rethink the structures
of established public administrations which have in their own way,
developed a certain civil service mentality*
Faced with this situation,

to be necessarys
taking,

a thorough change in thinking proves

indeed indispensable.

But this is a long-term under

one which calls for meticulous preparation and awareness on

the part of *h-:?, concerned of the necessity for the change envisgaged.
The work of explanation and persuasion should be primarily psychological.
It should consist in confronting people with present realities and

the dangers incurred by their country if policies and outlooks should
be perpetuated bes^ond the

But, unfortunately,

advent of our independence,

this task of readjusting,

adapting and haronizing,

the need for which is both imperious and urgent, has
because States are separated as a result of national
well as the

..-■■.

.'-2

do we find?

A large number and diversity of

been done haphazardly
sovereignty

situations in the individual States.

which have been conclusive;

experiments,

while others have failed.

have been made in some countries!
boen systematically abandoned|

What,

as
then,

some of

Corrections

^n others some experiments have

and in still others, new types of

experiments have been sought«

Everywhere the work of imagination,

research and adaptation is

being carried on to find suitable solutions for the difficulties
besetting us.

This Seminar is designed for the stage we have all

reached and vail let us exchange our viewpointsj
experiences and state our successes,

communicate our personal

failures and disappointments,

in
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order to analyse the causes so that we may "better discuss them together.
Moreover,

in this

joint reflection we shall be able to benefit

from the knowledge and eepecially the experience of the
present.

For my part,

I have in mind my former teacher,

who is heading the team,

foreign experts
Mr.

Gilmer,

I have no doubt as to the high standards

of this Seminar and the quality of the results to be expeotecU
In welcoming you all to the Upper Volta,
the sincere wish that this meeting,

I should like to express

in which ideas will be compared

and exchanged, will result in some positive contribution to the establish
ment,

in each of our States,

of an administration commensurate with

our means and a civil service tailored to this administration and
fashioned in the mould of our basic policy.

I declare the Seminar on Personnel Administration open.
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SPEECH AT THE CLCSBTG MEETING BY ME. J.E«

GILiUlR,

DIRECTOR OF THE

SEMDIAR

(2 December I966)
We have now reached the

end of the Seminar,

of Labour graciously inaugurated twelve daye ago*

QiTf

whose work the Minister

We have not forgotten,

the general guidelines that you gave us on that occasion and

have always kept in mind the emphasis you placed on the importance
and interest of personnel administration and training problems*
Our work can be summed up in the following figures.* 25 meetings

planned, each lasting 1^- hours, most of which were extended to 2 hours;
25- items on the programme, all of which were treated with the same
enthusiasm for the State and sense of the general good} and 5 meetings
to sum up and errpress the Seminar's findings in concrete terns.

As Director of the Seminar,

it is not my place to pass judgement

on the quality and usefulness of our work, but rather to draw up a
balance sheet.

In the first place,

I should like to remind you how the Seminar

was planned and organized.

The United Nations Economic Commission for

Africa felt that the time had come to .join with African administrators

in obarge of civil services

and training to make as complete an assessment

as possible of their problems, d±f Acuities and - why not
successes.

- their

But we wanted these successes to be described only as

examples of feasible solutions to the problems subsisting in some
African countries^

I am pleased to point out that the remarks of

participants at no timo took on tones of self-praise or national propaganda.
A large teajn of experts drafted the working papers designed to
introduce the subjects to be discussed,

and the information notes by

participants were of great value as documentation on systems in use.

The work procedure consisted in reserving as much time as possible
for remarks by participants so that they might exchange information find

i .if n T.nn ii 11 mm «**■"
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"benefit from the

experience of others.

experts played a silent part;

on

the

That does not mean that the

contrary,

exchanges between

participants and experts were many and varied and made it possible
to broaden discussion by quoting examples
The

central

themes predominating in

from outside Africa.
the Seminar were the following:

the structure of the

State

building the nationf

and integrating administrative work into

development programme.

and its

It was thus

between the various subjects,
technical standpoint,
lent some
The

executive ana,

but

the

establish many parallels

light of aims

and g0als5.th.is

recommendations drafted steer clear of politics,

nature designed to

the over—all

our discussions.

the prerogative of the Governments5

tions

administration,

which were considered not only from the

also in

depth of vision to

possible to

the

which are

they are of a precise and scientific

guide the research and work of international organiza

and also of bilateral assistance and various other

organizations

willing to do us the honour of considering our recommendations.
They stress the need for a comprehensive

approach to personnel

administration problems,

the absolute necessity of suiting administrative

actions and machinery to

available resources and the high priority to

be

given

to vocational

and civic

training for government employees.

They advocate various forms of organized exchanges of information
and documentation.
They aim at

ensuring the maximum efficiency of the public servant

in structures which are at once simple,
to

economical,

flexible arid up

date.
They express

the hope that public servants can be made to feel

fully responsible for harmonious national development by means of
uniform training*

These are the principle characteristics common to
of the Seminar.

the recommendations
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On behalf of the Executive Secretary of the United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa,

I should like to thank you,

representative of the Government
us to hold this

of the Upper Volta,

as the

for allowing

Seminar here*

I should also like to thank you,
Civil Service,

Sir,

and as a friend,

as Minister for Labour and the

for the trouble you have gone to in

organizing the Seminarj your personal support was decisive for its
success.

And jou have also

enabled us to discover and esteem the

Upper Volta.

We also wish to express our special gratitude to the Director
of the National School of Administration, Mr. Lompolo Kone, and hi«
assistants Mr.

Sokodogo and Mr.

Bousquetj

we have not for an instant

forgotten that ire chose to organize our Seminar in the framework of

the School.
as a firm,

Mr. Lompolo Kone has also served during the whole Seminar
cheerful and efficient Chairman.

We are fully aware of the honour of being allowed to hold our
meetings in the national Assembly building of the Republic of the Upper

Volta,

and we wish to express to the Secretary-General, Mr. Savadogo,

our deep gratitude for the accommodation and facilities which he kindly
made available to us.

Nor have we by any means forgotten the part played by the Minister
of Foreign Afiairs in our reception here, and we were all very touched

by the warm way in which his representative, iir. Konate, the Chief of
Protocol,

received us.

Lastly, we should like to express our thanks to the Bel6ian and
French bilateral assistance agencies and to the German Foundation ror
Developing Countries for having sent us highly skilled experts who
played a vital ;>art in leading our meetings.

Sir, tomorrow your guests will go their separate ways, but we
are sure that the contacts made at Ouagadougou will continue to beay

fruit in the future and make possible consolidation of the solution©
glimpsed during our Seminar through a common will to mutual aid,
Aa we take our leave this evening and express our deep gratitude,
we sincerely hope that we Shall meet again.
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SPEECH AT TH3 CLOSING MESTING OF THE SEMINAR BY
MR. FADIALA KEITA, HEPRESENTATIV3 DELEGATED BY THE
PARTICIPANTS

(2 December 1966)
I have the great honour of speaking on behalf of all the partici
pants to thank you, Mr, Minister and through you the Government and

hospitable brotherly people of the Upper Volta, and also Mr, Gilmer,

Direotor of our Seminar and through him both the talented experts he was
able to bring together and the United Nations Economic Commission for

Africa, which organized this important African meeting devoted to personnel
administration and training problems.

At the formal opening of our Seminar in this beautiful hall of

the National Assembly of the Upper Volta, you emphasized the difficult

problem of adapting public administrations inherited from colonial systems
to the realities of the new independent African States, the problem of
making individuals adjust to the new concepts, policies and decisions of
our new States.

You emphasized the danger of experiments carried out in

vitrQ and tke advisability of initiating a genuine dialogue and exchange
of

experience

in our discussions.

We have at all times during the

Seminar borne these guiding lines and recommendations in mind.
From our point of view,

our work should be evaluated not so much

by the positive conclusions reached in our discussions as by the oppor
tunity offered us to meet, discuss together our common problems, Join in
seeking common solutions to them, exchange experience for our mutual

enrichment, become more conscious of our responsibilities to our people

and before history and gain awareness of the need to strengthen our unity

and solidarity in the face of our identical problems, namely, poverty,
hunger and illiteracy - in short, under-developmente
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It should be pointed out that our knowledgeable and experienced

experts made an especially valuable contribution to our work of defining
problems and seeking appropriate solutions, and it should be mentioned
in passing that they enabled us to gauge the value and worth of international
solidarity.

Through them, we should like to thank their countries and

the agencies they represent,

especially ECA.

ECA is serving our peoples and the cause of African unity by
promoting co-operation among our peoples and Governments,
senior staff to know and

understand each other better,

enabling our

and by making

us more aware of the need to seek common solutions to our common problems.
We wish to express our gratitude

for this.

There is no need to point out that this work by ECA would be futile
without the constant support of our individual countries.

Having attended this Seminar, which you are about to close,

we have

no doubt as to the determination of the Upper Volta to play a vital part
in shaping Africa,

This is a source of reassurance and gives us new

reason for hope.

Through you,

we should like to reiterate our profound gratitude to

your Government and your people for the warm and brotherly hospitality
shown us during our stay in Ouagadougou,

your magnificient capital.
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ANNEX VII

SP3ECH AT THS CLOSING MEETING OF THE SEMINAR BY THE
FOR LABOUR ^ND THE CIVIL S^VICE OF THS RJ3FUBLIC

OF THS UPP3R VOLTA

(2 December IS66)
When I presided

at

the

opening meeting of this Seminar

on Personnel

Administration and Training organized "by the Economic Commission for
Africa,

which is today coming

to

a close,

I expressed the special hope

to "see these meetings search for the elements of solutions to the thorny
problems posed for our young States by their civil

services",

I therefore followed your work with interest through the records
which were seat me?

they have inspired some general thoughts which will

partially guide my future action.
they stand.

,

I shall communicate them

to you as

.

'First'of all,

it seems that the civil service occupies a proniine»t

place in our African societies, as public servants in our States have a
more

important part to play in some ways than their counterparts in the

developed nations.

Just

responsible for the

application of the

will of the Government,

as everywhere

else,
law,

our public servants are
which expresses the political

and often they draw up the texts for billsj

thus,

owing to the scarcity of skilled personnel,..our administrative officials
also have political responsibility.
In other words,

branch,

before becoming representatives of the executive

our public servants often take part in directing general policy

of the nation and in drafting this policy in the

form

of regulations.

In the sphere of economic problems, which we consider the most impor
tant,

public servants are responsible for stimulating and guiding private

initiative in the production sphere.
of doiag

They should be especially eapable

this -as they participate in drawing up the plan through their

political and pre-legislative activities.

.
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Beyond the shadow of a doubt,
of our public servants.

the

fate of our nations

We must now find out whether

properly fulfil their immense responsibility.

is in the hands

our civil services

I say that the answer is

no.

Some of our economies are at present

stagnating;

others are suffering

from recession despite an almost constant flow of foreign aid and the
steadily growing staffs of our administrations.
that

I suspect you will say

staffing is still insufficient in consideration of the role assigned

to the

civil service.

I deny this.
To my way of thinking,

quality is more important than quantity in

the work of the public servant.

No one could realistically hope to decide

the optimum size of our civil services on the basis of our needs.
of priority must be established among them in the light

Orders

of our finances,

and that is what we try to do each year when we decide upon new recruiting
in various sectors.

This being.so,

it seems clear to me that if our civil services came

anywhere■near fulfilling their significant role,

our yearly sacrifices

made sinoe independence to strengthen them should be starting to bear fruit
in terms of economic growth.
Quite the

contrary;

This,.however,

is not the case.

a perusal of recent statistics proves that

employment in the private sector develops inversely as that in the public
sector.

■

:.-'.-

It does not seem that agricultural production has been greatly
increased by the official action undertaken and carried out largely with
supervision by government officials; is it possible to speak of agri

cultural development when the flow of expatriate labour swells each year,
seeming to indicate that the land of the Upper Volta is less and- less
capable of feeding its sons?

.■

-

;
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Is it not because and in so far as the financial sacrifices made
by the nation to pay government

employees have become too onerous,

preventing- all investment and even productive departmental operation,
we have
cannot

reached this

critical

afford to equip them

for

pass?

that

What is the use of staff if we

efficient action and thus go a long way

towards reviving activity in private

sectors that have "been gradually

sapped "by the progressive dwindling of government

orders.

You may say that the phenomena I have just described are peculiar
to the Upper Volta and that

such particularity is out

closing of a Seminar which has

sought to

of place at the

solve the common personnel

administration and training problems encountered by the African States.

I think,

however,

that the matters I have just touched upon,

my country as an example,

are related to your basic concerns.

For

using
example,

you have repeatedly brought up the consequences of political independence
for our organizational structures and institutions.

Does not the fundemental

imbalance in our budgets also date from this period,

as we have since

that time retained the pay schemes established by the

former colonial

powers without giving thought to the fact that the resulting burden would

be exoessive for our straitened economies?
By the

same token,

the general regulations governing our civil

services have been directly inspired by the French model;

of the resulting provisions turned out

although most

to be beneficial, regulations on

some points still ran directly counter to our African realities .

Thus,

the general regulations make African public servants non-politioal,
as you have yourselves recognized,

through the force of events,

while,

the

situation is in practice quite different.

In accordance with the desires of its promoters, the meetings ending
today will mark a beginning
end of a road*

for our civil services rather than

the
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The thoughts I have just shared with you show how effectrwely you

;

have succeeded in putting your finger on our most acute personnel administra
tion

problems,for merely from a reading of some of your lectures and

reoords,

I feel that I have glimpsed the elements of a more specifically

African civil service theory.

On behalf of my Government,

as well as personally, I warmly

congratulate all the participants of this Seminar on their constructive
contribution to all its work,

I feel sure that those having responsi

bilities in personnel administration or training in their own countries
will be able to make the most of the fruitful ideas exchanged or born at

Ouagadougou

during these two weeks;

this is certainly our intention.

. We share a feeling of gratitude to the experts, who spared no effort

to make this meeting a success,

and especially to Mr. Gilmer, who gave

proof on this occasion of his great powers of organization and leadership.

We must now go our separate ways and temporarily break the ties of
good fellowship and friendship which have formed among us despite
differences of system or political convictions.

It is therefore with

regret at not being able to keep you longer as our guests that I declare

closed the Seminar on Personnel Administration and Training organized
by the Economic Commission for Africa to promote the progress of all
peoples in this field and breathe life into international co-operation.
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TELEGRAM ME ADDRESSED BY THE HEAD OF STATS OF THE UPPER VOLTA
TO THE EXECUTIVE SECRETARY OF ECA

OUAGADOUGOU

3 DECEMBER 1966

ROBERT GARDINER ECONOMIC

COMMISSION FOR AFRICA

ECA ADDIS ABABA

NR 508OO/PRES/TFP - I HAVE THE HONOUR TO INFORM YOU THAT THE SEMINAR ON
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION AND TRAINING HELD AT OUAGADOUGOU UNDER THE

SPONSORSHIP OF ECA COMPLETED ITS

JORK ON 2 DECEMBER STOP 08 THIS OCCASION

I WISH TO EXPRESS TO YOU OUR FULL SATISFACTION WITH THE RESULTS OF THE
SEMINAR AND THE EFFECTIVE AND POSITIVE ACTION OF ECA STOP WE GREATLY
APPRECIATED THE COMPETENCE OF TH3 SEMINAR DIRECTOR AND ALL EXPERTS AND THE

SPIRIT OF FRANK C0-0P3RATOT AMONG THE PARTICIPATING COUNTRIES STOP I
SHOULD APPRECIATE YOUR ADDRESSING TO ALL THE VERY WARM THANKS OF THE

GOVERNMENT OF THE UPPER VOLTA AND MYSELF
HIGHEST CONSIDERATION

LIEUTENANT-COLONEL SANGOULE LAMIZANA
PRESIDENT REPUBLIC OF THE UPPER VOLTA

